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What is

FEDELE?
FEDELE Spanish in Spain is the Spanish Federation of Associations of Schools of Spanish as a Foreign
Language and it consists of seven associations, which in turn includes a total of 99 Schools of Spanish as
a Foreign Language.
FEDELE and its students
For the last 20 years, FEDELE’s main objective has been to promote the quality and professional status of
the companies in the Spanish Teaching sector in Spain with a common goal: to oﬀer a quality linguistic and
cultural immersion experience to students from all over the world.
Coordination with the diﬀerent aﬃliated
associations and the Spanish language
teaching centers so that their Managing
Board can establish a common general and
national management and action policy.
Promote the defense of the members’
interests, establish assistance services,
promote acts of a formative or cultural
character, national and international
representation and promotion.
Manage and defend the interests of our
sector.

Ensure the associations’ prestige and
unity.
Promote a spirit of fellowship and
solidarity among the aﬃliated schools.

Prevent unfair competition and protect the
prestige of teaching Spanish in Spain in
our schools
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Why choose a

FEDELE School?

All FEDELE schools are Accredited Centers by Instituto Cervantes.
The possession of this stamp is an indispensable condition for a school to
be part of the corresponding regional association, and therefore, be a
FEDELE member.
The Instituto Cervantes only grants the recognition of “Accredited Center
by Instituto Cervantes” to centers dedicated to the Spanish teaching that
have signed an accreditation contract with Instituto Cervantes, for which
they must have obtained a favorable opinion that certiﬁes the fulﬁllment
of the established technical-academic criteria and with the legal
requirements to be able to carry out a teaching activity.
To obtain a favorable opinion, the centers must submit to exhaustive and periodic evaluations of the
fulﬁllment of the requirements and conditions of the Instituto Cervantes’ Accreditation System on the
diﬀerent areas of their activity (teaching quality, equipment, facilities, advertising, etc.)

International recognition

International promotion and diﬀusion of the courses

Consideration of the center’s activities

Commitment to quality and a continuous improvement

FEDELE and its quality charter

FEDELE has established an internal regulation that is included in the quality charter, by which all schools
commit following speciﬁc guidelines in all the services they oﬀer (facilities, teaching staﬀ, programs,
accommodation, activities…)
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FEDELE and the Declaration of student´s rights and duties

FEDELE has approved a Declaration of student’s rights and duties
and has instituted the ﬁgure of the Student Guardia, who takes care
of the claims that a student may have.
This system is new in language programs and places FEDELE among
the most serious and respectful organization with its students and
agents.

DOWNLOAD OUR
DECLARATION OF STUDENT’S RIGHTS AND DUTIES

FEDELE and its Spanish courses
The quality of teaching is mainly determined by the quality of the courses and the teaching staﬀ.
Our schools have a course content planning system in place and a course structure with an eﬀective methodology
that is adapted to the needs of the students. The quality of the service which is essential to the teaching of
Spanish also includes evaluation and guidance tools for students to be aware of their progress.
Our Spanish teaching centers also have a qualiﬁed and equipped teaching team with the theoretical and practical
notions of quality applied to the courses.
The schools of the federation guarantee all the academic aspects through the Instituto Cervantes Accreditation
System for ELE centers.
All FEDELE schools comply with international standards and good practices in the administration of their Spanish
courses and linguistic certiﬁcation.
OUR LEVELS
It certiﬁes the ability to understand and use everyday
expressions, ask and give basic personal information, interact
with Spanish speakers.
It certiﬁes the ability to understand frequently used everyday
sentence expressions and make communicative exchanges.

A1

Start learning Spanish
from zero

A2

Progress, security, and
conﬁdence

B1

Aspirations

It certiﬁes the ability to react appropriately to common
situations, write and understand written texts.

B2

Techniques, ﬂuency,
and simplicity

It certiﬁes the ability to understand complex written and oral
texts, interact with other people.

C1

Flexibility and eﬃciency

It certiﬁes the ability to
spontaneously, and eﬀortlessly.

C2

Specialization

It certiﬁes the ability to manage every day and complex
situations that require a high level of use of the language.
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express

oneself

ﬂuently,

Our schools ensure quality in the accommodation
according to several criteria such as comfort,
cleanliness, facilities, location, etc. Whether they are
apartments, hotels or dorms, schools strive to evaluate
the establishments and oﬀer only those who satisfy the
required standards.
As for accommodation in host families, the schools
make a rigorous evaluation and select those families
who, due to their cultural level, kindness and welcoming
nature, can oﬀer a stay of great human value as well as
cultural and linguistic enrichment. Likewise, aspects
such as comfort, cleanliness, proximity to schools, etc.
are also taken into consideration when choosing host
families for foreign students.
The possibility of access to libraries, common areas,
administrative assistance, etc. are also services oﬀered
by our schools.

TYPOLOGIES
The centers oﬀer courses for both young
and adult people and are ﬂexible and
personalized for the interest and needs of
the students:
- Spanish intensive course, between 15
and 30 hours per week
- Semi-intensive Spanish course, between
5 and 15 hours per week
- Intensive long-term course, with less
than 5 hours per week
- Spanish lessons combined with culture,
conversation, sports, ﬂamenco and much
more
- Spanish lessons with professional
purposes (business, tourism, legal…)
- Preparation courses for the Diplomas de
Español (DELE) exams
- Courses for groups and one-to-one
lessons
- Training for teacher of Spanish as a
foreign language

24 HOURS STUDENT ASSITANCE
AND HELP
FEDELE schools are concerned at
all times about the arrangements
before the stay such as transport
management and visas, and during
the stay, providing assistance and
accident insurance to all students.

TEACHERS THAT MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE
FEDELE schools have experienced
professionals in Spanish teaching
as a foreign language oﬀering
personalized lessons, tutoring
services and support classes.

LINGUISTIC IMMERSION:
PARTICIPATION AND INTERACTION
FEDELE schools oﬀer small group
classes to enhance the interaction
and participation of the students
and thus be able to motivate the
students. Language exchange
programs with native students are
also oﬀered.

MULTICULTURAL CLASSES

ALL AGES

Learn Spanish by making friends
from other countries and with
diﬀerent nationalities for enriching
the vocabulary.

FEDELE schools oﬀer Spanish
courses for all ages: children,
young people, and adults.

FAMILIES AND SENIORS
PROGRAM
Speciﬁc programs for the whole
family, as well as for people over 50
years old. Fulﬁlling your needs and
demands.
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Other services and activities
ACCOMMODATION MANAGEMENT
The centers usually oﬀer a wide range of accommodation options that you can hire during
your stay: shared apartments, individual apartments, dorms, host families.

TRANSFERS TO THE AIRPORT/TRAIN STATION, INSURANCE, VISAS
Students can ﬁnd information and book the transfers from the diﬀerent airports and
stations to get to the center.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
As part of the linguistic immersion experience, it is necessary to carry out activities to
bring students closer to the Spanish culture and people. That is why the schools establish
a weekly program of extra-curricular activities.

PREPATION FOR SPECIFIC EXAMS
Diplomas de Español (DELE), access to university…

DELE REGISTRATION
As part of the agreement between FEDELE and Instituto Cervantes, our centers oﬀer their
students the possibility to register for the DELE exams and courses to prepare for the exam
themselves.
PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIPS
Intended for those students who want to do an internship in a Spanish company.
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Why study

Spanish in
Spain?
Combining daily lessons with the
experience of living in Spain is a unique
opportunity to learn Spanish. As a
Spanish student in one of our centers,
you will get to know Spain’s wide
cultural diversity, its gastronomy and
the extensive range of leisure activities
that the diﬀerent points of the Spanish
geography can oﬀer you. Spain is an
admired and respected country in the
world. Our geographical position and
our historical evolution, as well as our
defense of Human Rights and our
tolerance towards other cultures, have
given us the importance of the
international panorama.

A country of cultural
freedom and diversity

Spanish, a growing universal
language
The Spanish language has more and more inﬂuence on the
study, business, and ﬁnance ﬁeld. With more than 572 million
Spanish speakers, Spanish is the second most spoken language
in the world.
Spanish is the oﬃcial language in 21 countries, the second
language in international communication and the third in
internet communication. Additionally, it is experiencing a
growth: more than 20 million people are learning Spanish and
it is estimated that for 2050 there will be 754 million Spanish
speakers.
According to the report “Spanish, a living language” carried
out by Instituto Cervantes, the Spanish speaking countries
contribute 6.4% to the world’s GDP and sharing a language
doubles the trade exchanges between countries.
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Spain oﬀers a stable and consolidated
political democratic framework, supported
by the 1978 Constitution that guarantees
fundamental rights and public freedoms.
Spanish society is one of the most open to
social changes in Europe and stands out
for its embracing spirit, respect for sexual
freedom, and coexistence between
religions.
As a result of the coexistence for centuries
of diﬀerent cultures, the Spanish
personality is open, cheerful, tolerant, and
respectful. Citizens from other countries
feel welcomed, and over 80% of the
children adapt without problem to Spain,
one of the highest rates of integration in
the world.
Each Spanish region has its particularity,
and there is diversity among its people. The
climate and the customs of each region
have been shaping its inhabitants’
character.

Quality of life
Spain is the second OECD country with the highestlife expectancy. According to the Bloomberg Index,
Spain’s health system is the third most eﬃcient in the
world, behind Hong Kong and Singapore and
according to the Index published by the medical
journal The Lancet, in terms of quality, Spain is in the
eighth position with the best health system in the
world and the third in the European Union, after
Sweden and Finland.

Landscape diversity, unique weather and the best beaches
The weather is one of the main attractions in Spain. With more than three thousand hours of sunshine per
year, Spain is one of the warmest countries in Europe and has a territory full of contrasts.
From the leafy mountains of the north with extensive valleys to the southern beaches, the landscapes are
as varied as they are surprising. The natural environment is one of the greatest attractions in the country,
being the ﬁrst country with the highest number of Biosphere Reserves.
Large and extensive beaches of white or golden sand, hidden coves, beaches surrounded by forest… run
along all the Spanish coast, from Costa Brava in the north to Costa del Sol in the south.

Watch video TurEspaña
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Tourist infrastructures
For many years, Spain has lived in tourism.
The Spanish hotel industry is unrivaled in Europe and has very
few in the world. The same occurs for restaurants, diversity,
and quality of the attractions and leisure oﬀers.
The Spanish infrastructure network is one of the best on the
planet. Spain has the second high-speed network in the world
and the ﬁrst in Europe and owns the most modern and
technologically advanced train ﬂeet in the continent. Besides, it
is the ninth country in the world in air connectivity and has the
largest highway map of Europe.

Healthy, varied and tasty
gastronomy
The Spanish gastronomy is made up of fresh products and quality
raw materials such as fruits vegetables, meat, and ﬁsh.
Iberian ham, olive oil, cheeses, and wine are part of the
Mediterranean Diet.
From the most traditional recipes: tortilla de patatas, paella,
salmorejo… to the most avant-garde cuisine, Spanish gastronomy
is synonymous with quality. And we can’t forget our most universal
elaboration: the tapas.

Security
Spain has one of the lowest crime rates in Europe. It is the third
safest country in the European Union, behind Luxembourg and
Slovenia.
According to the Legatum Prosperity Index, Spain would be the
15th country in the world in national and personal security.
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Historical and monumental
legacy
Spain is an authentic cultural, historical, and
monumental melting pot diﬃcult to ﬁnd in any other
country in the world.
Spain has emblematic monuments such as Palaces:
La Granja de San Ildefonso in Segovia, Cathedrals: in
Burgos or Santiago de Compostela, medieval
castles: in Xátiva, Roman ruins: in Mérida and
museums: Prado in Madrid or Guggenheim in Bilbao.
Spain is one of the richest countries in the world
concerning monumental heritage, with the biggest
number of UNESCO World Heritage declarations. In
addition to the treasures as the Alhambra in
Granada or the Camino de Santiago, Spain can boast
of being the home to many talents, like Cervantes,
Goya, Velázquez, Picasso, Dalí or Gaudí.

Sport: a model
of success
Thanks to the coordinated work of the
Administration, federations, clubs and
private organizations, Spain is among the
best countries in the world to practice
sports, and to host large competitive events.
Sport is a great way to promote
cooperation, integration, and cultural
exchange between Spain and the rest of the
world.

Popular traditions
Spain is one of the best countries in the world to enjoy life and its
national and local festivities. During your stay, you could enjoy some of
our interesting and fun festivities: Semana Santa, Carnivals, Ferias…
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Our

Associations
The Federation of Associations
The Spanish Federation of Associations of
Schools of Spanish as a Foreign Language
is composed of seven associations, which
in turn comprise a total of 99 schools of
Spanish as a foreign language, distributed
in 19 Spanish cities.

Spanish Schools in Andalucía
Málaga
Granada
Cádiz
Sevilla

FEDELE Valencian Community
Alicante
Castellón
Valencia

Association of Spanish Language
Schools in Castilla and León
Ávila
Salamanca
Valladolid

FEDELE Madrid
Madrid

FEDELE Barcelona:
Barcelona

FEDELE Baleares:
Ibiza
Palma de Mallorca
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FEDELE Nacional:
Coruña
Guipúzcoa
Navarra
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Toledo

Cádiz
Granada
Málaga
Sevilla

Spanish
in Andalucía
Andalusia, land of culture, history, celebration, nature, and good food. The beauty of its
geography, formed by the contrasts between sea and mountains, sun and snow and its
volcanic landscapes will captivate you.
You will enjoy its climate, more than 300 sunny days a year and temperate temperatures that
The culture of Andalusia can be discovered by its declared World Heritage sites such as the
Alhambra in Granada, the Mosque of Cordoba, the Cathedrals of Seville and Cádiz, together
with the multitude of fortresses and castles that populate the territory, which remind us of
the existence of 3 cultures (Arabs, Jews and Christians) that mark the way of being of the
Andalusians.
Art and traditions play a very important role in Andalusia, being able to enjoy Holy Week, the
Carnival of Cádiz, the Rocío in Huelva or the Feria de Abril in Seville.
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AEEA Cádiz
From Cádiz, the sea, its people, its bay, its history and its desire to live.
The province of Cádiz is very diverse, with regions that deserve to be visited, from the countryside of
Jerez de la Frontera to its villages of the Campo de Gibraltar or a tour of the white villages and rest
somewhere on the coast between Tarifa to Sanlúcar de Barrameda. All this without forgetting its
Cádiz, privileged and singular, gathers all the attractions that those who value tourism in it's a true
cultural, festive, ecological, monumental, authentic dimension.

ACADEMIA DE IDIOMAS TRINITY SCHOOL
Trinity Language School has a native Spanish
teacher team who will help you achieve a
complete domain of the Spanish language.
Trinity Language School has been working in
language teaching for more than 30 years in El
Puerto de Santa María, a city located 10
kilometers southwest of Cádiz. In this area of the
country, there is a rich culture in which students
can immerse themselves.

+34 956 871 926
info@trinity.es
spanishforschoolgroups.com
Calle Ave del Paraiso Nº 6,
Aptdo de correos 720, 11500

In El Puerto de Santa María you can visit many
monuments hundreds of years old, such as the
cathedral, the Plaza de Toros and the Castillo de
San Marcos.
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CLIC INTERNATIONAL HOUSE CÁDIZ
CLIC has a highly trained teachers’ team with
extensive experience in teaching Spanish. The
school has twelve classrooms perfectly equipped
with digital whiteboards and all the facilities for
learning a language, as well as a large room with
free access and a huge terrace of one hundred
and ﬁfty square meters.
CLIC Cádiz is part of the prestigious groups of
IALC and International House schools. The oﬀer
of courses and cultural programs of our school
allows each student to learn at their rhythm and
enjoy a great linguistic immersion experience at
the same time.

+34 956 255 455
cadiz@clic.es
clic.es
C/ Acacias, 25, 2ª planta
11007

ESCUELA HISPALENSE
The Hispalense School, located between the
beach and the historic center of Tarifa, has 30
years of experience. It oﬀers intensive courses,
DELE preparation, courses for kids, private
classes ... Our teachers stand out for their
academic preparation and experience.
Our courses are accredited by the Instituto de
Cervantes and recognized by Bildungsurlaub and
CSN and can be combined with recreational and
sports activities: We oﬀer free accommodation
search for students.

+34 956 680 927
info@hispalense.com
hispalense.com
Avda. Fuerzas Armadas, 1,
11380

GADIR, ESCUELA INTERNACIONAL DE ESPAÑOL
GADIR, founded in 1989, is the oldest Spanish
school in Cádiz and one of the ﬁrst in Andalusia.
More than 25 years of experience guarantee our
task, which we continue to develop in Cádiz, the
perfect city to learn Spanish and enjoy a
wonderful stay in Spain.
At GADIR we are in love with our work, we are
happy to welcome all our students and help them
to love our language and our culture. We are a
team of teachers and friends who try to transmit
our passion: The Teaching of the Spanish
Language.

+34 956 260 557
info@gadir.net
gadir.net
Calle Pérgolas, 5, 11007
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K2 INTERNACIONAL
20 years ago, two sisters in love with the Spanish
language, undertook the adventure of opening the
only Spanish school in Cádiz.
Along with a team of expert teachers, the school
oﬀers all kinds of personalized language
immersion programs for young and adult people.
All accommodations are a 5-minute walk from the
school.
We oﬀer 24h customer service help to our
students and collaborators, which includes
assistance via WhatsApp.
The opinion of former students guarantees the
quality and aﬀection with which all our team
exercises this beautiful profession.

+34 956 212 646
marketing@k2internacional.com

k2internacional.com
Plaza Mentidero 19,11003

SPANISH IN CADIZ ®
We are in the historical center of Cádiz. We have
the best student opinions. We rely on an
Avant-garde methodology and oﬀer quality at the
best price. Accommodation service and transfers
and extracurricular activities can be enjoyed by
the students.

+34 956 252 724
administracion@spanishincadiz.com

spanishincadiz.com
Condesa Villafuente
Bermeja 7, 11008

TENIDIOMAS
Tenidiomas is the oldest language academy in
Jerez de la Frontera, founded in 1984 and located
in the historical center where courses of English
and Spanish for foreigners are taught. It is a
Cambridge English Examination Center (Platinum
Center) and Diploma Examination Center for
Spanish as a Foreign Language (DELE).

+34 956 324 707
info@tenidiomas.com
tenspanish.com
Calle Caracuel, 15, 11402

All our courses are endorsed by the international
accreditation of the Instituto Cervantes and other
organizations such as CSN, Bildungsurlaub, EEA,
and FEDELE.
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AEEA Granada
Granada, crossroad of civilizations since ancient time and located in an unbeatable location. Granada is
historical heritage, watches over the city from its hill, a city that attracts around 3 million visitors every
year.
The province of Granada, a privileged tourist destination, allows the traveler to practice skiing in Sierra
Nevada, venture into the remote villages of Alpujarra, explore the last frontier of Al-Andalus in the
Poniente Granadino or stay in caves that recall the troglodyte life.

CARMEN DE LAS CUEVAS
Founded in 1984 as the ﬁrst Spanish School for
Foreigners in the city of Granada. Carmen de las
Cuevas is an Accredited Center by Instituto
Cervantes. We propose a complete program for
learning Spanish with seven progressive levels,
from the beginner level to the superior level, from
a week to several months.
At the same time, we are an important Flamenco
Center, magniﬁcently located between the
traditional historic districts of the Albaicín and
the Sacromonte, and for 35 years it combines
experience, quality, and passion for teaching to
oﬀer unforgettable stays.

+34 958 221 062
info@carmencuevas.com
carmencuevas.com
Cuesta de los chinos 15,
18010
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CASTILA, ESCUELA INTERNACIONAL DE ESPAÑOL
Castila was founded in 1988 in Granada, the
result of the passion and enthusiasm of a group
of teachers for language and culture.
Castila is located in the Albaicín, famous Arab
quarter in the center of Granada facing the
Alhambra. Life-ﬁlled squares, extraordinary
views, lanes with no traﬃc, gardens, fountains
and white houses.

+34 958 205 863
info@castila.es
castila.es
Plaza de San Nicolás 3, 18010

Maximum 6 students per class. In front of the
Alhambra, the Generalife and Sierra Nevada.
The 6 levels (CEFR) divided into 36 weekly
programs that guarantee a programmed and
progressive learning.
54 sociocultural activities after class, with
teachers. 98% of our students pass the DELE
exam. Accommodation in the best conditions at
a maximum of 15 minutes’ walk from school.

ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, GRANADA
Our Spanish school is a ﬁve-story building with
fully equipped classrooms and modern facilities.
The classrooms have numerous balconies and
windows, which makes them very bright and
diaphanous. You will attend class with other
international students, excited to learn Spanish.
At the same time, you will love its cozy study
environment.

+34 958254212
info@enforex.es
enforex.es
Calle Palacios,
Granada

13

18003

All our teachers are highly qualiﬁed and will help
you make your experience something incredible.
And when you leave class, all the attractions of
the city will be waiting for you at a step.

ESCUELA MONTALBÁN
Escuela Montalban oﬀers intensive Spanish
courses in Granada since 1986. The school is a
medium school with about 1000 students per
year. Students from all over the world and of all
ages participate in Spanish courses throughout
the year.
We oﬀer our Spanish courses combined with
cooking
courses,
photography
lessons,
programs about Andalusian culture, yoga,
tango, salsa, ﬂamenco, and outdoor activities
such as horse riding, climbing, mountain biking
or hiking in Sierra Nevada.

+34 958 256 875
info@escuela-montalban.com
escuela-montalban.com
C/ Conde Cifuentes, 11, 18005
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INSTITUTO MEDITERRÁNEO SOL (INMSOL)
Instituto Mediterráneo Sol opened in 1992 and is
an accredited center by the Instituto Cervantes
since 2002. We are a DELE test center since 2012.
Our Spanish courses integrate all the linguistic
skills: listening comprehension, oral expression
and interaction, reading comprehension and
written expression and interaction.
The teaching is entirely done in Spanish from the
ﬁrst day, and without the use of any other
language, using the communicative method direct
and situational, looking for a mental association
between the object and the concept of the word or
corresponding words in Spanish. We oﬀer courses
for all types of needs and students.

+34 958 225 169
info@inmsol.com
inmsol.com
Calle Enriqueta Lozano 17,
18009

PROYECTO ESPAÑOL GRANADA
Proyecto Español is a Spanish school for
foreigners with two locations: one in Alicante and
one in Granada.
Our objective is simple: To combine the teaching
of the Spanish language with experiences that go
beyond the classroom, thus achieving a total
immersion in the history, culture and social life of
the country. All this at an economical price!

+34 858 125 672
granada@proyecto-es.com
proyecto-es.com
C/ Párraga, 18, 18002

We get you to learn Spanish and at the same time,
you have a great time, thanks to our teaching
method and our program of activities. Our
facilities are located in the center of Granada, only
100 meters from the cathedral and the historic
center.
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AEEA Málaga

Málaga keeps its historical roots. Málaga witnessed the origins of the Man and the Mediterranean culture, and
welcoming and creative. Málaga, where it is never winter, and where nature shows itself in all its splendor. White
villages of beautiful architecture, embroiled in romantic legends, put their point of light in the hidden valleys
where life runs peacefully.

ACADEMIA AIFP
The Academia AIFP, located in the center of
Málaga and which is accredited by Instituto
Cervantes, has more than 20 years of experience
and is recognized as one of the best Spanish
schools in Spain. We have young and motivated
teachers who make lessons more fun and
dynamic. We also oﬀer accommodation and
organize activities with Spanish people so that
students can have direct contact with our culture.

+34 952 227 699
academia@aifp.org
aifp.org
C/Doña
Enriqueta
29007. Málaga
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Nº4.

CENTRO DE IDIOMAS QUORUM
Our priority is you, the Student. We believe in our
Spanish Language School and hold ourselves to
the highest standards. We truly care about your
Spanish as much as you do, that’s why we oﬀer
the best Spanish Courses at our Spanish
Language Center.
Spanish Language School Quorum oﬀers useful
Spanish Courses, each one with its meaningful
purpose. We listen to our Students and integrate
their feature requests regularly. Quorum is not
only built by us, but also by our Students.

+34 952 523 788
info@quorumspain.com
quorumspain.com
Calle San Miguel
29780. Nerja.

25,

CERVANTES ESCUELA INTERNACIONAL
Cervantes Escuela Internacional, funded in 1986.
The school is located in Málaga and is accredited
by Instituto Cervantes. We have been teaching
Spanish as a foreign language for more than 30
years. Our methodology follows an interactive
approach, because our main objective is to
provide our students with the necessary tools to
learn Spanish easily.

+34 952 295 378
info@escuelacervantes.org
escuelacervantes.org
Avda. Juan Sebastian Elcano,
89,29018

At CEI we are constantly working with the
challenge that students consider learning
Spanish more exciting and more interesting.

COLEGIO MARAVILLAS
Colegio Maravillas has more than 40 years of
experience as a Spanish school. We are an
accredited center by Instituto Cervantes, and we
are an oﬃcial DELE and CCSE examination
center. All our teachers are native and are highly
prepared. They frequently participate in
congresses related to ELE.
We have classrooms equipped with audiovisual
technology, a library which includes a wide range
of material available to students and a small
cinema.

+34 952 447 000
info@maravillas.org
maravillas.es
Calle Salvador Vicente 9.
29631
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DEBLA
Are you looking for a school with individualized
treatment, a familiar environment, a fantastic
location a high teaching quality? If so, Debla is
your school.
Debla was founded in 1979 and is located in one
of the best areas of Málaga, just 5 minutes’ walk
from the beach and 10 minutes walking from the
center of Málaga.
The school has a beautiful garden and several
terraces with wonderful views of the
Mediterranean Sea. All classrooms are equipped
for the convenience of our students. Debla has
free Wi-Fi throughout the building, a small library
and a small bar where you can buy drinks and
snacks.

+34 952 603 885
info@debla.com
debla.com
Camino del Monte,
29016

23,

ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, MÁLAGA
Enforex Málaga is in a wonderful historic building
with four ﬂoors recently renovated and furnished.
It has 24 bright classrooms, rest area, kitchen ...
around a spectacular patio.
Modern and functional, its location is perfect for
living all that the city can oﬀer, since it is located
in the city center, in one of the main streets of one
of the most known and lively neighborhoods of
Málaga, 5 minutes away from the beach, the main
museums and other points of interest.

+34 952 294 700
info@enforex.es
enforex.com
Calle Carretería, 84 29200
Málaga

ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, MARBELLA
We propose you to learn languages in our school
and do it even during breaks or after class.
Why? because, in addition to teaching English,
French, German, Russian, Japanese, Chinese ...
you can practice your newly acquired knowledge
with foreign students who come to learn Spanish.
You can ﬁnd us very close to the beach, in a
modern three ﬂoors building with 17 classes of
which 3 are exterior.

+34 952766400
info@enforex.com
enforex.com
Avenida Ricardo Soriano, 43
29600 Marbella

Imagine learning the language you need with
good classmates, great teachers and enjoying
the breeze! So, how are the lessons not going to
stay?
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ESCUELA DE IDIOMAS NERJA SL
Escuela de Idiomas Nerja funded in 1980, is
located in the heart of the town, in a typical
Andalusian house, just a few minutes walking
from the beach.
The school has 16 fully equipped indoor and
outdoor classrooms, a garden and a cafeteria
where you can rest between classes.
Accommodation in our student dorms: Club
Costa Nerja. It has 24 rooms, studios and
apartments.

+34 952 521 687
info@idnerja.com
idnerja.com
C/Almirante Ferrandiz, 73.
29780

You will learn Spanish easily with a wide variety of
intensive courses for youth and adults.

INSTITUTO ANDALUSÍ DE ESPAÑOL DE MÁLAGA
Instituto Andalusí de Español opened its doors in
2002 and since then it oﬀers Spanish courses for
students from all over the world. The school
oﬀers its students a wide range of courses for
young people and adults, as well as other speciﬁc
courses such as Spanish for business, tourism
Spanish, and preparation courses for the DELE
exam.
The school oﬀers weekly program activities and
trips to Granada, Sevilla, Córdoba or Morocco as
well as sports activities, visits to museums,
barbeques, etc.

+34 952 206 128
info@instituto-andalusi.com
instituto-andalusi.com
Calle Reino de León, 10,
29018

INSTITUTO INTERNACIONAL DE IDIOMAS
Our school is located in a residential area very
close to Puerto Banús. It is a center for Teaching
Spanish as a Foreign Language (ELE), since
1998.
The school has 7 classrooms, a waiting room, and
a multi-purpose room. It is an accredited center
by Instituto Cervantes and a DELE and CCSE
examination center. All our teachers are
graduated, and DELE examiners and we have
students from diﬀerent parts of the world. We
receive more than 300 students per year.

+34 952 908 558
info@iiischools.com
iiischools.com
C/ Califa Conjunto Las
Lolas, Bloque D-Local 2,
29660
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MALACA INSTITUTO-CLUB HISPANICO
Malaca Instituto is a recognized Spanish school
with more than 48 years of experience, located in
a residential area in Málaga. It is 10 minutes
walking from the beach and 15 minutes by bus
from the historical center. The school and its own
dorms for students form a campus with fantastic
facilities, both for study and for leisure. The
complex has 95 rooms, 25 classrooms, study
room, bar, restaurant, swimming pool, ballroom,
multi-purpose room, meeting room, mini gym, 3
patios and gardens.
It is the only 'SuperStar'Spanish school after
winning 5 times the Star Awards. We have
EAQUALS and IALC accreditation and in 2018 we
received the 'Language Educator of the Year'
award from The Pie magazine.

+34 952 293 242
espanol@malacainstituto.com

malacainstituto.com
Calle Cortada 6, 29018

MÁLAGA PLUS
Our Spanish school for foreigners is located a few
meters from the beach, in the neighborhood of
Pedregalejo. It is a very quiet and calm area.
With more than 30 years of experience oﬀering
courses to learn Spanish, Málaga PLUS stands out
for its multicultural and familiar environment.

+34 952 299 330
info@malagaplus.com
malagaplus.com
Pasaje Antonio Barcelo
Madueño, 5 29017

ONSPAIN
At OnSpain Language School we want to make our
students live Spanish and that they could have the
opportunity to practice it in a real communication
situation, that is why our classes and our activities
are aimed at achieving this goal.
We work with both individual and group students,
who are oﬀered a package of cultural activities
and a program of classes adapted to the needs of
each group. For this reason, OnSpain School is a
specialist in groups and in organizing trips and
activities throughout Andalucía.

+34 952 219 023
hola@onspain.es
onspainschool.com
Calle
Pintor
Martinez
Cubells 12, 29017
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AEEA Sevilla

Located on the shore of the Guadalquivir River, Sevilla is the heir to a rich Arab legacy. The
Andalusian capital exudes joy and bustle in each of the streets and squares that make up its
historic center, which house an interesting set of buildings declared World Heritage and

devotion and joy of the Sevillian people, always open and cordial with the visitors. You can also
discover the enormous natural wealth of a region such as the Doñana Natural Park, a World
Heritage Site and Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO, or the Natural Park of the Sierra del Norte.

CLIC INTERNATIONAL HOUSE SEVILLA
CLIC International House Sevilla is one of the
most famous schools in Spain. It was founded in
1983. It is located right in the city center, a few
steps from the Sevilla Town Hall, the Cathedral
and Reales Alcázares.
CLIC IH owns the most prestigious quality stamps
given by International House, IALC and Instituto
Cervantes accreditation. We oﬀer several options
for accommodation and a varied cultural
program. Our center has facilities that include 30
classrooms, 2 conference rooms, a multimedia
room, a patio, a cafeteria, and an international
bookstore.

+34 954 502 131
info@clic.es
clic.es
Albareda 19, 41001
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ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, SEVILLA
Enforex Sevilla is located in in the center of the
Andalusian capital. Its location will allow you to
go to the main points of interest in the city, such
as the Alcazar or the Cathedral, when you have
ﬁnished your classes. Our school is a place where
learning Spanish is a real pleasure and a unique
experience.
In our school, besides having numerous perfectly
conditioned classes you can enjoy a splendid
terrace with beautiful views of the city.

+34 954210300
info@enforex.es
enforex.com
Pasto y Landero nº 35 41001
- Sevilla

EA! ESCUELA DE ESPAÑOL ACTIVO
A Spanish school where the language is learned
in active. From our experience in teaching
Spanish we have proven that our students gain
conﬁdence and learn faster in real contexts.
Therefore, our methodology is based on living
the language and learning with practice in
continuous communication.

+34 954238942
info@easpanish.com
easpanish.com
C/ Plácido Fernández
Viagas 4, 41013 - Sevilla

GIRALDA CENTER
Giralda Center- Spanish House is in Sevilla, the
capital of Andalucía. The school was founded in
1983 and has been receiving thousands of
students for the past thirty years. Giralda Center
has a privileged location in the center of Sevilla,
in front of the Álcazar, and next to the Cathedral,
the Giralda and the historic University of Seville.
You will ﬁnd us in Menéndez Pelayo street,
number 16, which is one of the most famous
avenues of Sevilla.

+34 954 221 346
info@giraldacenter.com
giraldacenter.com
Av. Menéndez Pelayo 16,
41004
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SAINT GABRIEL INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
Saint Gabriel is the best experience to learn
Spanish. We are in Sevilla, a great city to discover
and that will enrich you personally. We have
courses for all levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, and C1.
We are specialists in Junior Courses, summer and
winter programs, sports camps with the Sevilla
FC, volunteer programs for young people from 16
to 18 years. Besides, we oﬀer intensive courses,
internships, and DELE and SIELE exam
preparation.

+34 954 611 295

secretaria@stgabriel.es
stgabriel.es

C/Luis Montoto 107, 2da
Planta módulo I, Ediﬁcio
de Cristal. 41007
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Ávila
Salamanca
Valladolid

Association of Spanish
Language Schools in

Castilla and León
Castille and León is one of the places with greater natural diversity in Europe,
spectacular monuments and very complete gastronomy.
Destinations such as Ávila, Salamanca and Segovia, three World Heritage cities, and
unique places as the Cathedral of Burgos or Atapuerca are places not to be missed
and are an obligatory visit. The famous Camino de Santiago, one of the most
important pilgrim routes in the world, also passes through Castilla and León.
Their gastronomy is specialized in traditional and homecooked dishes, with typical
dishes such as roasted suckling lamb, black pudding, “botillo”, roasted suckling
pig… and we cannot forget to mention the high-quality wines as Ribera del Duero.
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AEEYCL Ávila
Ávila is a city where heritage, history, art, gastronomy, culture, and nature meet. It’s a medieval city, a
city of three cultures and World Heritage. In it, modernity, comfort, tourist quality, and avant-garde join
to make this city special and remarkable.
Walls, palaces, temples, monasteries, and houses make up the rich artistic heritage of the city. This is the
result of an enriching historical past where several cultures lived. The image of the medieval city is
marked by its walls, which are much more than a symbolic representation, and in which life of the city
revolves.

INSTITUTO ESPAÑOL MURALLAS DE ÁVILA (IEMA)
We are in the city center, next to Plaza del Chico.
We have been teaching Spanish for over 30 years
in a very cozy environment. We are an accredited
center by Instituto Cervantes. Our teachers, all
natives, have enough experience to help you
progress quickly.
We oﬀer Spanish courses of any level during the
whole year with schedules adapted to your needs
and personalized lessons to help you achieve your
goals. We will help you to have a full cultural
immersion. Wide variety of courses for students,
Spanish professors, university programs,
preparation for DELE exams, etc.

+34 920 222 773
secretaria@iema.com
iema.com
C/ Martín Carramolino 6,
05001
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AEEYCL Valladolid
Valladolid, the capital of Castilla and León. It preserves in its old town an interesting Renaissance
complex composed of houses, palaces, and emblematic buildings as the Cathedral, the San Gregorio
College or the Church of San Pablo.
Strolling through the Plaza Mayor, enjoying the “Campo Grande” or visiting the important museums are
some of the typical activities to do in Valladolid.
The city has an intense cultural life thanks to being the university headquarters and host events such as
the Seminci, the International Film Week or the International Festival of Theater and Street Arts.

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE VALLADOLID
IH Valladolid – Espáñame is located in the city
center, in the Plaza de la Universidad, in a
historical and youthful environment. Nearby you
can ﬁnd abundant establishments who are
frequently visited by students. The nearby
terraces are a meeting point for young Spaniards
and foreigners during the year.
One of the most important quality recognition in
the teaching of Spanish as a foreign language
supports our school: we are an accredited center
by Instituto Cervantes. Our teachers, besides
owning a college degree and speciﬁc preparation
in the teaching of ELE, they have continuous
training and a constant evaluation of their
teaching work in the classrooms.

+34 983 337 432
info@espaname.es
espaname.es
Plaza de la Universidad 7D,
entreplanta,47003
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AEEYCL Salamanca
Salamanca is par excellence the university city: The University of Salamanca is one of the oldest in Europe
and represents the Renaissance period in Spain. Some of the best Spanish thinkers, artists and writers
have studied in it.
natural areas such as the Natural Parks of Arribes del Duero and Las Batuecas, Sierra de Francia, the
natural area of El Rebollar, the Candelario and Quilamas mountain ranges.
Traditional festivities, popular customs, the rich and varied cuisine, and many other activities are some of
the reasons to visit the province.
Salamanca must be known day and night, but especially at sunset. It is when the sun transforms into gold
the materials with which its monuments were built: Villamayor’s stone.
ACADEMIA BERCEO SALAMANCA
It is a Spanish school located in the heart of the
city of Salamanca, where you will learn easily,
quickly, and dynamically in a very familiar
environment.
We oﬀer a wide variety of Spanish courses for all
levels, with schedule ﬂexibility and individualized
attention. We count with small groups: a
maximum of 10 students.

+34 923 213 564
berceo@berceo.com
berceo.com
Calle Pedro Cojos 7, 37001

We have accommodation allocation service:
Spanish families, shared apartments, university
dorms, etc. We also have an extensive activities
program throughout the year: cultural, sports…
Berceo Salamanca, your best option to improve
and practice Spanish!

Página
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ACADEMIA MESTER
Academia Mester oﬀers Spanish courses in
Salamanca since 1991. Over 4500 students from
more than 40 countries pass annually through
our school. Our commitment is to oﬀer
motivating and up-to-date teaching. We have a
highly qualiﬁed teaching team with constant
training and always motivated.

+34 923 213 835
mester@mester.com
mester.com
C/ Vázquez Coronado 5,
37005

COLEGIO DE ESPAÑA
In Colegio de España, you can learn Spanish, one
of the most spoken languages in the world. Since
1973, thousands of students and teachers have
passed through our courses willing to learn and
improve their Spanish. Our center has highly
qualiﬁed ELE teachers that will make you enjoy
classes while learning Spanish.

+34 923 214 788
info@colegioespana.com
colegioespana.com
C/ Compañía 65 ,37002

Learn Spanish in a unique and diﬀerent
environment where you will receive a completely
personalized treatment and enjoy classes in small
groups. We will wait for you!

COLEGIO DELIBES
Colegio Delibes is located 5 minutes walking from
the Plaza Mayor in Salamanca. More than 3500
students from all over the world come to learn
Spanish every year. We oﬀer 10 learning levels
with a maximum of 12 students per class. The
programs for both individuals and groups start
every Monday of the year and combine classes,
activities, and ﬁeld trips.

+34 923 120 460
delibes@colegiodelibes.com
colegiodelibes.com
Plaza Julián Sánchez
Charro, 1, 37005
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El

COLEGIO HISPANO CONTINENTAL
Hispano Continental is an accredited center by
Instituto Cervantes and is located in the center of
Salamanca. The school was founded in 1989 to
provide a pleasant environment to learn Spanish.
Our didactic methods are in constant
development, and our native teachers are
specialized in ELE. The most important point of
our center is the personalized teaching methods
that allow the student to progress easily. Hispano
Continental oﬀers you extra-curricular activities
with which you can complete your stay.

+34 923 212 344
info@hispacon.es
hispacon.es
C/ Sorias, 17, 37002

Come and study with us. You will enjoy the
fantastic experiences to share with new friends.
Hispano continental is a great opportunity to
learn Spanish and our culture.

DICE SALAMANCA
Dice Salamanca is a Spanish school for
foreigners. We oﬀer general Spanish courses for
all levels, as well as speciﬁc courses such as
courses for teachers and courses for the DELE
exam preparation. Our goal is that our students
enjoy an immersion experience in Salamanca and
allow them to learn Spanish and our culture
simply and pleasantly.

+34 923 603 360
informacion@dicesalamanca.com

dicesalamanca.com
C/ Álvaro Gil 18 - 37006

We oﬀer our students diﬀerent options for
accommodations and a variety of extra-curricular
activities.

DON QUIJOTE SALAMANCA
At Don Quijote Salamanca school you can learn
Spanish in an inspiring environment as it is
located in the city center. You will learn Spanish
surrounded by a culture in the 16th century
renovated convent, in which the modern and
traditional meet. Our school is just around the
corner from the famous University of Salamanca
and its beautiful Plaza Mayor. Salamanca is the
ideal place to learn Spanish. Enjoy a very
important cultural and historical city.

+34 923 263 186
infocentral@donquijote.com
donquijote.org
C/ Placentinos, 2 37008 Salamanca
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ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, SALAMANCA
Salamanca, the student city par excellence in
Spain. The city unites tradition, leisure, and
history. The school is located in the city center
and is equipped with the best amenities and
services. An exceptional place to learn Spanish.

+34 923 210 214
info@enforex.es
enforex.es
C/ Marquesa de Almarza 1
(esquina Gran Via) 37001.
Salamanca

ESTUDIO SAMPERE
Estudio Sampere Salamanca is located in the
historical center, just 5 minutes’ walk from Plaza
Mayor.
Our school is famous for its familiar and
welcoming atmosphere. It consists of seven
equipped classes with digital whiteboards and
comfortable facilities.

+34 923 262 218
salamanca@sampere.com
sampere.com
Cuesta de San Blas S/N,
37002

We also have a multipurpose room with a
projector for cultural activities, readings, cooking
classes, and more.
Each of the classes is equipped with air
conditioning and heating.

ISLA SL
ISLA is a Spanish school that is oﬃcially
accredited, located in the historical center of
Salamanca – and emblematic World Heritage City.

+34 923 210 394
info@academiaisla.com
learningspanish-spain.com
Plaza de los Basilios 8,
37001
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LETRA HISPÁNICA
Letra Hispánica is a Spanish language and
culture school and an advanced philological
studies center. We have a wide oﬀer aimed at all
Hispanic culture lovers.
We have more than 15 years of experience in
providing students and collaborators with
tailor-made solutions that ﬁt perfectly with their
needs and demands.

+34 617 644 784
info@letrahispanica.com
letrahispanica.com
Calle Peña Primera, 18,
37002

Our teaching philosophy is based on taking care
of our students and teachers, providing them
with
accommodation,
transfer
services,
extracurricular activities, and guided tours
among many other options to learn Spanish in a
fun way.

SALMINTER - CURSOS DE ESPAÑOL
Salminter was founded in 1986 with the desire to
bring the modern and current Spain to all those
interested in the study of the Spanish language
and culture.
We would like to express our gratitude to the
thousands of students/friends from all countries
that trusted our services which without them
reaching our objectives would have been
impossible.

+34 923 211 808
info@salminter.com
salminter.com
Calle Toro, 25 - 1º, 37002

SPANISH COURSES UNAMUNO
We are a specialized center in teaching Spanish
to foreigners for over 30 years. We oﬀer general
and speciﬁc Spanish courses, both online and in
person.
We are an accredited center by Instituto
Cervantes, and we have the Pontiﬁcal University
of Salamanca collaboration. We oﬀer programs
with Spanish courses and cultural activities.

+34 923 212 055

info@spanishcoursesunamuno.com
spanishcoursesunamuno.com

Avd. Reyes
37008

de

España,
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TÍA TULA COLEGIO DE ESPAÑOL
Tía Tula is an international high-quality Spanish
school located in the historical and university
center of Salamanca, a reference city for the
teaching of Spanish.
We are an accredited center by the Instituto
Cervantes, by our excellent teaching staﬀ and our
extraordinary academic program: programs in
Spanish for students who come individually or in
groups.

+34 923 210 283
info@tiatula.com
tiatula.com
Calle Palominos 23, 37008

At Tía Tula we take care of everything to get the
most out of your stay through intensive
programs, accommodation to feel at home, and
the most varied and fun activities.
Contact us! We will be happy to inform you.
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- Barcelona

FEDELE

Barcelona
Surrealist art is breathed in Barcelona, it is a city that captures for its beauty.
You can walk among countless works of art: You will cross a kaleidoscope of bright
and vivid colors with the buildings of Gaudí, you will have the sensation of passing
to the other side of a mirror entering the Expiatory Temple of La Sagrada Familia
and a trip that can continue with a visit to Parc Güell.
You will live an unforgettable experience learning the language here and thanks
to the cosmopolitan that this city is, you will meet good friends from all over the
world.
Its good climate, its cultural attraction, and its great offer for leisure make each
year a destination chosen by many to study Spanish.
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Barcelona
BARCELONA PLUS
Barcelona Plus belongs to the prestigious
international network of educational centers
Sprachcaﬀe and is a school accredited by the
Instituto Cervantes and a member of FEDELE. All
of this supports the quality of our courses as well
as that of the entire team that works at Barcelona
Plus.
Since 2004, we oﬀer Spanish courses in a family
atmosphere. Our location very close to the sea, in
a building in the Gothic Quarter between the
Roman wall and the Born neighborhood, will allow
you to learn our language and our culture with
students from all over the world and of all ages.

932 681 707
info@barcelonaplus.es
barcelonaplus.es
Via Laietana, 15, 08003
Barcelona

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE BARCELONA
IH Barcelona founded in 1972 is located right in
the center of Barcelona. It is a major center for
language teaching (Spanish for foreigners and
English for local students), teacher training, study
tours and related activities.
We have friendly, qualiﬁed and motivated teachers
who will help students achieve their language
goals through our dynamic and immersive lessons
in a relaxed and friendly environment. They will
also be able to keep practicing Spanish and make
friends on our social program of activities after
class.

932 687 737
spanish@bcn.ihes.com
www.ihes.com/bcn
Carrer de Trafalgar,
08010 Barcelona
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BCN LANGUAGES
BCN Languages is a Spanish school for foreigners
that is located in one of the nicest quarters of
Barcelona: Grácia, which is full of life since many
social events are organized where all the
neighborhood participates. The school has 12
classrooms designed for small groups and
equipped with computers and audio players,
which is very beneﬁcial for the teaching of a
foreign language. Wi-ﬁ is available throughout the
school. The study room has 7 computers with
internet access which students can use
throughout the day. Our Spanish school has also
a library with books and ﬁlms that students can
borrow.

932 384 516
ec@bcnlanguages.com
bcnlanguages.com
Plaça gala placidia
entresuelo primera

22,

BCN LIP
We are a FAMILIAR language school. A widely
used term in advertising and very diﬃcult to
achieve in practice. In BCNLIP you will feel at
home from the ﬁrst day.
We are located in a typical building of the Gothic
Quarter, one of the most cosmopolitan and most
traditional of Barcelona. Our name, BCNLIP,
catches in a few words the philosophy of the
education we want to give, Barcelona Language
Immersion Programs. Programs where students
learn by living the language in all its magnitude.

933 186 591
info@bcnlip.com
bcnlip.com
Carrer d'Avinyó, 50, 08002
Barcelona

CAMINO BARCELONA
Our school, which oﬀers high quality Spanish
language courses, is located in the heart of
Barcelona, in a beautiful building with sunny
terraces and accommodation in the same building
as the school.
Camino Barcelona was founded in 2006 and, to
guarantee the best possible learning experience,
from the beginning we made sure that all our
teachers are Spanish natives highly qualiﬁed in
the teaching of ELE (Spanish as a Foreign
Language).

934 678 585
info@caminobarcelona.es
caminobarcelona.es
Carrer del Comte d'Urgell,
78, 08011 Barcelona
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DON QUIJOTE BARCELONA
Learning Spanish in Barcelona is a real pleasure.
You will spend your study time in our great and
modern school with the best materials and
sources, the most qualiﬁed teachers and other
international students in a motivating
environment.
If you want to practice the language and
appreciate the nuances of its culture, you will ﬁnd
yourself in the heart of one of the most
cosmopolitan cities in Europe. The amazing
architecture of Gaudí that you will see around
you will inspire you, let the Mediterranean breeze
take you and enjoy the gastronomy.

934 124 849
infocentral@donquijote.org
donquijote.org
C/ Mallorca
Barcelona

27,

08029

ENFOREX SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, BARCELONA
Our Spanish school in Barcelona is our pride. It is
large and modern, but at the same time it is a
learning environment where everything revolves
around the student.
You will study Spanish in wide and comfortable
classes, you will make new friends and put into
practice the Spanish you learned in class.

934 881 331
info@enforex.es
enforex.es
C/ Diputació, 92 08015
Barcelona

ESCUELA MEDITERRÁNEO
Over 15.000 students from nearly 100 diﬀerent
countries have passed by Mediterranean Tandem
School in Barcelona. We are a Spanish school
since 1996, located in the center of Barcelona,
next to La Rambla and the beach, net to the
metro and several bus lines. We are accredited by
Instituto Cervantes since 2007, and we are a
FEDELE member and is part of the international
network of TANDEM schools. It is also a test
center for DELE exams and CCSE test for
obtaining the Spanish nationality. In addition, it
is a practice center of the master’s degree in
Spanish as a Foreign Language at the University
of Barcelona, Uniba and Instituto Cervantes.

649 490 658
info@escuelamediterraneo.com
escuelamediterraneo.com
Carrer de Santa Mònica, 2,
08001 Barcelona
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IDEALOG
We oﬀer Spanish courses for foreigners and other
languages since 1992. We oﬀer linguistic stays,
immersions and regular courses for children,
young people, adults and professionals from all
over the world.
Students have at their disposal a large kitchen
with free coﬀee and tea, a study room, large
terraces, gardens and swimming pool to enjoy
during their breaks. We are authorized center
SIELE, DELE and CCSE.

936 645 363
info@idealog.es
idealog.es
Carrer del Castanyer, 41,
08860.
Castelldefels,
Barcelona

LINGUASCHOOLS BARCELONA
Since 2012, Linguaschools Barcelona is located
in a beautiful 19th century house with garden and
terraces, just 10 minutes’ walk from Plaza
Catalunya, in the heart of Barcelona.
In the garden you can relax under a palm tree
while enjoying a coﬀee meeting new people from
any part of the world, catch up with your friends
or family through the internet and taste the real
Barcelona. All teachers are native speakers,
university graduates and with years of experience
teaching Spanish to foreigners from beginners to
advanced level. Their enthusiasm and passion for
teaching their own language and culture is the
key to our success.

931 761 536
info@linguaschools.com
linguaschools.com
Passatge Permanyer, 17,
08009 Barcelona

OLÉ LANGUAGES BCN SL
Founded in 2005, Olé Languages Barcelona is a
professional school specialized in the teaching of
Spanish for foreigners in Spain. The school oﬀers
high quality Spanish courses at a competitive
price for all levels.
We have native and qualiﬁed teachers who
consider the teaching as their vocation and
decided to work in a smaller school where there is
a more familiar atmosphere and where the
interaction with the students is easier.

937 975 458
info_ole@olelanguages.com
www.olelanguages.com
C/Mallorca 201, bajos
8036 Barcelona
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Ibiza
Palma de Mallorca

FEDELE

Baleares
The Balearic Islands is an enigmatic place, perfect for beach lovers where you will
find idyllic coves and crystal-clear waters to immerse yourself in the world of scuba
diving.
You will enjoy mild temperatures throughout the year and an overflowing nature
that covers the mountains of the interior.
It also has a large tourist infrastructure as well as a wide cultural offer, its leisure or
relaxation possibilities and the hospitality of its inhabitants have made it a
cosmopolitan place visited from all over the world, sometimes for holidays, and
sometimes to stay forever.
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Ibiza
For its cultural and heritage assets, Ibiza is a mythical destination, it is an island of delicious contrasts; It
also offers art, sport, gastronomy, shopping, a leisure offer for all audiences and a cosmopolitan and
multicultural environment but attached to its rural roots. Bustling and relaxing.
Of global fame and at the same time unknown that attracts travelers from all over the world.

INSTITUTO DE IDIOMAS IBIZA
Instituto de Idiomas Ibiza is the only language
school accredited by the Instituto Cervantes on
the island. The school has a privileged location in
the center of Ibiza town. Due to his wide
experience and oﬀer of programs, he has become
the greatest reference in the learning of Spanish
and other languages on the island of Ibiza.

+34 971 303 815
info@ii-ibiza.com
ii-ibiza.com
Av Ignacio Wallis, 32,
07800
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Palma de Mallorca
It is one of the destinations to live a complete experience. Nature, sport, beaches, tradition, shopping,
performing arts and gastronomy, as Mallorca offers a magnificent experience of quality and authenticity
in this sense.
It has an artistic and cultural content that deserves to be known in depth and that will surprise all those
who have traditionally thought of Palma de Mallorca exclusively as a sun and beach destination.
BERLITZ PALMA DE MALLORCA
Berlitz oﬀers you Spanish courses in very small
groups or private lessons in the historical city of
Palma de Mallorca. From 1879, we have been
teaching Spanish through practice and verbal
communication.
Thanks to our native and experienced teachers,
you will learn not only to speak the language but
also about the culture and cuisine of Spain.

+34 971 758 217
palm@berlitz.es
berlitzidiomas.es
C/ General Riera 1, 1ºD
7003

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE PALMA DE MALLORCA
Our intensive courses consist of 4 hours of class
per day from Monday to Friday. Students can
study as many weeks as they want. Classes are
normally taught from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. with
20 minutes of break. Intensive courses are
oﬀered for all levels from beginners to very
advanced.
The average number of students per group is 6,
with a maximum of 10 students.
The minimum age to participate in these courses
is 16 years.

+34 971 726 408
ihpalma@pal.ihes.com
ihes.com/pal
C/ Mateu Obrador 7B
07011-Palma (Baleares)
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Alicante
Castellón
Valencia

FEDELE

Comunidad Valenciana
The Comunidad Valenciana is a welcoming and sunny territory. Together with its
hospitable and extroverted inhabitants, it offers an eminently Mediterranean
landscape that combines mountain landscapes with 632 kilometers of coastline
where you can enjoy the sea and good weather all year round.
The tourists, in this land, immediately become guests cared for as in their own
home. Changing and renewed, full of places with charm, the Comunidad
Valenciana hopes to conquer the senses of all its visitors with its millenary culture
and with its innumerable parties in its municipalities or large cities. The urban life
of cities of international reference coexists with the quiet towns in the interior
and the happy coastal towns.
The Comunidad Valenciana is formed from north to south by the provinces of
Castellón, Valencia and Alicante. The experience of traveling to this land bathed
by the Mediterranean is a safe bet.
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Alicante
Alicante currently has about 330,000 inhabitants. It has a privileged climate with 19º annual average
temperature and 2,500 hours of sunshine per year, making it one of the tourist destinations in Spain.
It is characterized by the beauty of its beaches and its cosmopolitan character. It offers the visitor all the charm of
the Mediterranean and all the possibilities of a province that houses numerous historical, religious and civil
buildings that reveal an exciting past, influenced by the history and the proximity of the Mediterranean Sea.
In the province are celebrated parties declared of International Tourist Interest. In Alicante, for example, the
Bonfires of San Juan, and in Elche, the Ministry of Elche and the Palm Sunday Procession. In the latter, there is also
the Palmeral de Elche, declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. A treasure of the province of Alicante is Dénia:
besides a beautiful coastal city it is 'Creative City of Gastronomy by UNESCO'.
In Alicante abound archaeological sites, many of them belonging to the Mediterranean Arc of the Iberian
Peninsula, declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.

COLEGIO INTERNACIONAL ALICANTE
We are a small cooperative of Spanish teachers
as a foreign language founded in 1998. Our main
goal is that the student speaks, thinks and feels
in Spanish. We have perfectly equipped
classrooms with air conditioning, and we are
place right in the city center, in the largest
shopping area of Alicante, just a few minutes
from the sea and from the historical center.

+34 965 929 010
info@colegiointernacionalalicante.com

colegiointernacionalalicante.com

C/ Pintor Aparicio, 18C, 1 A
03003-Alicante

ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, ALICANTE
It is located directly on the seafront, in one of the
best areas of the city where our students can
take advantage of any moment to enjoy the
atmosphere of the city, the sea breeze and the
sun, all the tourist monuments and the enormous
charm of This beautiful Mediterranean city.
We have 7 classrooms and a familiar
environment where the attention and care of the
student ensure that the learning of the Spanish
language is carried out in the best conditions and
becomes one of the best experiences.

+34 965 143 876
info@enforex.es
enforex.es
Paseo de la Explanada de
España, 15 03001-Alicante
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PROYECTO ESPAÑOL ALICANTE
Proyecto Español is a Spanish school for
foreigners with two head oﬃces: one in Alicante
and the other one in Granada.
Our goal is simple: to combine the teaching of
the Spanish language with experiences that go
beyond the classroom, thus achieving a total
immersion in the history, culture and social life of
the country. All of this at an aﬀordable price! We
get you to learn Spanish and at the same time
you have a great time thanks to our teaching
methods and our activities program. Our
establishment is located in the city center,
behind the Central Market.

+34 965 230 655
info@proyecto-es.com
proyecto-es.com
C/José Gutierréz Petén, 41
03004 Alicante

TLCdénia
TLCdénia is a Spanish school located in Dénia, a
beautiful city between Valencia and Alicante less
than 100km from both international airports. Its
privileged location on the coast, between the
Mediterranean Sea and the Montgó Natural Park,
its excellent climatic conditions and its famous
gastronomy, recognized as 'Creative City of
Gastronomy by UNESCO', make Dénia an
exceptional destination to learn Spanish.
It is a family school with more than 30 years
teaching languages specialized in programs for
juniors and families with children from 5 years
old. TLCdénia students fall in love with the city
and experience in school.

+34 966 423 672
info@tlcdenia.es
tlcdenia.com
Carrer de la Barbacana, 15,
03700 Dénia

TOP SCHOOL
Our school in Elche is accredited by the Instituto
Cervantes and is a member of FEDELE
(Federation of Spanish schools as a Foreign
Language), which supposes a quality guarantee
for all students who wish to study Spanish at our
school. Our facilities are spacious and modern,
equipped with instructional technology of the
latest generation and have been designed to
encourage communicative interaction and
facilitate the learning of Spanish as a foreign
language in a pleasant and familiar environment
in which our students feel comfortable. Our
school is located in a pedestrian street where
students will be able to relax between classes o
after class. We enjoy a privileged location, that
places us right in front of the Miguel Hernández
University of Elche, just 10 minutes’ walk from
the center and is excellently connected by the
local bus network of Elche.

+34 965 424 9 66
info@topschoolinspain.com
topschoolinspain.com
C/ Guadassuar, 6 bajo
03202 - Elche (Alicante)
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Castellón de la Plana
Tradition and modernity are combined in Castellón de la plana, capital of the province of Castellón and the
fourth largest city, in terms of inhabitants, of the Comunidad Valenciana.
garden is still in the closest proximity which allows people to have a kind and peaceful nature that enamors
tourists. In this city, of about 180,000 inhabitants, three main parts can be distinguished: the historical
central nucleus, the new modern districts and, touching the sea, the Grao or the seaport.
The weather is generally excellent, which is a claim to live the city. In the most central part, the cultural and
commercial life allows to see a cheerful and lively city. The historic center, where you can still see the shape

opportunity to study Spanish.

AGIL SPANISH INSTITUTE
Do you want to learn Spanish in the most fun way?
To know Spain and its culture? Surround yourself
with students from all over the world? Here you
can learn our language with Spanish courses for
foreigners in a pleasant and international
environment and with the most complete leisure
oﬀer.
We are the only Spanish school in the province
accredited by the Cervantes Institute, recognized
by the Spanish Ministry of Education and
endorsed by the University of Alcalá de Henares.

+34 964 342 290
spanish@agilcentros.es
spanish.agilcentros.es
Avda. Pérez Galdós, 7-9
12002 - Castellon de la
Plana (Castellón)

We oﬀer you Spanish courses at all levels!
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Valencia

It is the third largest city in Spain. It is located next to the Mediterranean Sea, about 350 km from Madrid and
Barcelona, the main cities of Spain.
Valencia, with a population of 800,000 inhabitants, offers you a wide range of leisure, culture and
unforgettable experiences through its streets and its inexhaustible life both day and night.
Valencia brings together the essence known to all: the light, the moon, the gunpowder, the paella, the
flowers, the faults. They are key to trying to explain what, in reality, you cannot express with words. It is
necessary to visit and know Valencia to verify that centenary traditions coexist together with the modernity.
In Valencia you breathe sea and city and that makes it very attractive. Those who visit Valencia enjoy the
garden, so characteristic of the Mediterranean diet linked to a city where to observe different artistic
manifestations, traces of all the civilizations that have passed through this beautiful city. The City of Arts and
Sciences, a world-renowned architectural ensemble and the hallmark of our beloved Valencia, joins the
innumerable attractions with which the city has been known for centuries.
You can savor the best meals, sunbathe on its beaches, practice sports, meet Spanish students and enjoy its
cultural heritage. You will discover a city with history, which was one of the most prosperous and important
cities in Spain during the 14th and 15th centuries.

ACADEMIA LA PAGODA
Academia La Pagoda is a school specialized in
teaching Spanish to foreigners. It oﬀers a wide
range of services directly related to education
and training. During the last year, almost 2500
students studied in our classrooms.

+34 631 387 598
info@lapagoda.es
www.lapagoda.es
.
Micer Mascó, 2
46010 - Valencia (Valencia)
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AIP LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
AIP Language Institute is a Spanish Language and
Culture School that oﬀers Spanish courses
adapted to all levels, with curricular materials
designed to fulﬁll your needs. Besides studying
Spanish in Valencia, you can participate in
cultural activities and academic visits to
complement your studies.

+34 963 391 566
info@aipidiomas.com
spanishinvalencia.com
C/ El Bachiller, 7
46010 - Valencia

CENTRO EUROPEO DE IDIOMAS AUSIAS MARCH (CEIAM)
CEIAM is the international department of a private
schools group whose headquarters are located in
Valencia.

+34 961 230 566

Our Ausias March International School is located
in the residential area of Picassent and oﬀers a
wide variety of programs for foreign students.

ceiam.com.es

lbermell@ceiam.com.es

Urbanización
Residencial
Tancat de L´Alter, s/n
46220. Picassent (Valencia)

COSTA DE VALENCIA, ESCUELA DE ESPAÑOL
“Come, learn Spanish and live it!” Costa de
Valencia Spanish school oﬀers all kinds of
Spanish courses of all levels throughout the year
and a wide and varied program of extracurricular
activities that allows students to know ﬁrsthand
the life and quality of Valencia.
Our facilities are located in the university area of
the city of Valencia, between the beach and the
historic center.

+34 963 610 367
info@costadevalencia.com
costadevalencia.com
Avda. Blasco Ibáñez, 66
46021 - Valencia

The school, with more than 20 years of experience
in ELE teaching, oﬀers special programs for
school groups.
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DON QUIJOTE VALENCIA
It is located in the old Circle of Fine Arts, a
completely renovated VX century palace that
brims with the culture and charm of past
centuries. You can learn Spanish with our
fantastic and experienced team of teachers in
the center of the city. This historic building has
18 classrooms equipped with the best

+34 963 27 62 00
infocentral@donquijote.org
donquijote.org
Calle Cadirers, 5
46001 - Valencia

ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH WORLD, VALENCIA
Our modern school is located in the lively
university district, ten minutes from the city
center and 5 minutes from the beach. There you
will ﬁnd plenty of opportunities to make friends
on the beautiful beaches or in the cosmopolitan
atmosphere.
Enjoy the unique traditions of one of the most
modern cities in Spain. Feel the warm
Mediterranean sun on your face and experience
the best Spanish in Valencia.

+34 963 693 696
info@enforex.es
enforex.es
Paseo de las facultades, 3
46021 - Valencia

ESPAÑOLÉ INTERNATIONAL HOUSE VALENCIA
In the heart of El Carmen and located within a
gothic palace, Españolé has been carefully
designed to meet the needs of our students.
Students of all ages and from diﬀerent parts of
the world come throughout the year to study
with us and enjoy more than 300 sunny days in
the wonderful city of Valencia.
Our goal is that you can communicate with
native Spanish speakers, so our curriculum and
teaching methods will help you understand the
language and speak from the ﬁrst day. No matter
what level you reach, you will leave with much
more!

+34 963 530 404
info@espanole.es
espanole.es
C/ Caballeros 36 Valencia

Our students have a wide range of
accommodation options, they can choose
between staying in our own residences, in shared
apartments, in private studios located in the
center of the city, without forgetting our host
families who take care of our students and teach
them the Spanish way of life.
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HISPANIA, ESCUELA DE ESPAÑOL
Live the experience of learning Spanish with
Hispania, Spanish School. Our school is today a
reference in the world of teaching Spanish
thanks to our teaching methods. We are a school
recognized by Instituto Cervantes, Eaquals,
Excellence in language teaching. In addition, we
have been awarded with the most prestigious
awards from StudyAbroad: ‘St Star Award
Spanish School’ for the last 4 years among all
Spanish schools in Spain and in Latin America,
and we have been named “World Language
School of the Year! The last 2 years in the iStudy
Globaol Awards. In March 2019, we received the
Educational Excellence award as a Spanish
Language school in Spain.

+34 963 510 505
info@hispania-valencia.com
hispania-valencia.com
C/ Bernat y Baldovi 11
46010 - Valencia

INTEREUROPA
It was founded in 1998 and is located in the
historical center of Valencia, in the Plaza del
Ayuntamiento, a few minutes’ walk from the main
historical monuments of Valencia.
It is located in a historic building with 10
classrooms equipped with air conditioning and
natural light, reception, study room and library
service. The school also has two recreational
areas with coﬀee machines and snacks for
breaks between class and class.

+34 963 944 995
info@intereuropa.es
intereuropa.es
Plaza del Ayuntamiento, 5 1ª 46002 - Valencia

Our professors have a degree in Hispanic
philology and experience in teaching Spanish.

TARONJA SCHOOL
Taronja is a school located on a privileged street
in the heart of the city of Valencia. It was founded
in 2004 and in 2066 it was accredited by the
Cervantes Institute. In 2010 he joined the
prestigious
International
Association
of
Language Schools IALC.
Taronja oﬀers excellent and innovative teaching
methods, quality accommodation and the best
program of activities.

+34 963 258 545
info@taronjaschool.com
spanish-in-spain.es
Convento Santa Clara, 10,
1º 46002 - Valencia
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Madrid

FEDELE

Madrid
Madrid, capital of Spain, a cosmopolitan city that combines the most modern
infrastructures and its status as an economic, financial, administrative and service
center with an immense cultural and artistic heritage, a legacy of centuries of exciting
history.
Madrid is synonymous of art, history, culture and avant-garde. Art and culture occupy
a prominent place in the Madrid agenda. The capital has more than 60 museums of
which we must highlight the Prado Museum, the Museum Thyssen-Bornemisza and the
Reina Sofía National Art Center among others.
Extensive parks and gardens such as the Retiro Park, the Casa de Campo, the Juan
Carlos I Park make the capital one of the greenest capitals in Europe. Madrid's lively
nightlife is an important attraction of the capital can enjoy its bars, nightclubs,
flamenco tablaos, as well as its traditional festivals, popular festivals or bullfighting of
San Isidro, considered the most important in the world.
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FEDELE Madrid
ACADEMIA CONTACTO
In Madrid we oﬀer you 8 comfortable and modern
classrooms, with air conditioning and heating,
with Wi-ﬁ internet access, library area,
multimedia area with tablets, tables, sofas ... You
can choose from our wide range of courses for
each level, from beginner to the advanced ones.
Classes begin every week, in small groups, and
they are really dynamic and interactive, so that
you can learn and improve your knowledge of
Spanish in a fun and professional way, in a
friendly atmosphere.

+34 913642454
info@academiacontacto.com

academiacontacto.com
Raimundo Lulio, 7 28010
Madrid

Our teachers are native speakers with a
University degree.

AIL MADRID
The most cheerful, spontaneous and expert
school in Spain. The teachers are all native
speakers and experts in the teaching of the
language, with a lot of passion and energy. The
team is young and jovial. We are very motivated
and prepared, to guide you until you have
mastered Spanish to perfection.

+34 914 354 801
info@ailmadrid.com
ailmadrid.com
Calle O'Donnell
28009
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DON QUIJOTE MADRID
The Don Quijote Madrid school is located in one
of the best areas of the city. It is close to the
university campus and the areas with more life
and activity. From the school it is also easy to get
around the city and the students will have
everything they need at their ﬁngertips. It is the
perfect place to learn and put into practice the
knowledge of Spanish as soon as you leave the
classroom! Many of the best things to see and do
in Madrid are also within walking distance!

+34 913604133
infocentral@donquijote.org
donquijote.org
C/ Duque de Liria, 6
28015 Madrid

ENFOREX, SPANISH IN THE SPANISH, MADRID
Enforex Madrid is one of our biggest schools. In
it you can ﬁnd students from all over the world
and all ages who enjoy our most modern
facilities. The school is located in a privileged
area of Madrid, located in the heart of the
university zone and very close to the city center.
A location and a perfect environment for a city
that every day will surprise you with something
new.

+34 9510474852
ingo@enforex.es
enforex.es
C/ Baltasar Gracián, 4
28015 Madrid

ESTUDIO SAMPERE MADRID
Estudio Sampere oﬀers quality Spanish courses
since 1956: from internships, trips and studies,
volunteer programs to programs for junior,
senior and intensive classical courses. Classes
are in small groups of an average of six students
per classroom. The schools are located in ﬁve
attractive cities in three countries: Madrid,
Salamanca, Alicante, Cuenca (Ecuador) and
Havana (Cuba).

+34 914314366
sampere@sampere.com
sampere.com
C/ Don Ramón de la Cruz 83,
28006 Madrid
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EUREKA SCHOOL OF SPANISH LANGUAGE
Eureka School of Spanish Language is located in
the historical center between the Royal Palace
and the Puerta del Sol in Madrid, Spain.
It is a family-run language school, founded in
1988 in Madrid. Since then, we have received
students from more than 60 countries around
the world.

+34 915 488 640
eureka@eurekamadrid.com
eurekamadrid.com
Calle Arenal 26, 3D,280013

We oﬀer more than 7 diﬀerent types of Spanish
courses, as well as accommodation in the city
center of Madrid. The courses are designed to
combine a full immersion program with
accommodation, cultural classes, and trips
throughout the year.

INHISPANIA - ESCUELA DE ESPAÑOL
Inhispania is a 100% specialized center in
teaching Spanish to foreigners. It oﬀers Spanish
courses in the center of Madrid, throughout the
year and for all levels. The school has modern
facilities and the highest levels of teaching and
service quality.

+34 915 212 231
info@inhispania.com
inhispania.com
C/ Marqués de Valdeiglesias,
3.1.1. 28004

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE MADRID
Located in the downtown area of the city, the
school has 28 classrooms, cafeteria, library and
study room and free Wi-Fi in its facilities. All our
teachers are native and at the same time fully
qualiﬁed and experienced.
We oﬀer a highly personal and ﬂexible service;
This guarantees you security in your choice of
learning and helps you to beneﬁt from the study
program that best suits your precise needs.

+34 913 197 224
spanish@ihmadrid.com
ihmadrid.com
C/ Zurbano, 8, 28010
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LAE Madrid
LAE Madrid is a Spanish school in the center of
Madrid accredited by Instituto Cervantes. It has
welcomed thousands of students from all over the
world.
It oﬀers all kinds of Spanish courses, and of all
levels, with a ﬂexible schedule. Their main
objective is to help them get to know Madrid and
fall in love with the Spanish language.

+34 912 19 69 91
info@laemadrid.com
laemadrid.com
C/ Montesa 35 ESC drcha,
2drcha 28006

ACADEMIA MADRID PLUS
Madrid Plus is located in the historical center of
Madrid, in Ópera, just a few minutes walking from
the Royal Palace and la Puerta del Sol. The school
was founded in 1990 and has extensive
experience and diversity of Spanish courses:
semi-intensive,
intensive,
for
business,
preparation for the DELE exams, individual
classes, etc. All of our groups have a maximum of
10 students per class.

+34 915 481 116
info@madridplus.es
madridplus.es
C/ Arenal 21 - 6º,28013

We count with a library, TV room, vending
machines, free Wi-Fi access for all students and
two fabulous terraces with wonderful views over
Madrid.

ACADEMIA PARANINFO
Academia Paraninfo founded in 1973 is the ﬁrst
accredited center by Instituto Cervantes in the
world. It is located in the famous university
district of Madrid, Argüelles, surrounded by
shops, restaurants, and gardens.
Our school is located in a beautiful XIX century
building, with more than 500 square meters of
modern facilities, large windows, a study room
and modern classrooms where you will feel
welcomed and will study Spanish in a relax and
eﬀective way. Academia Paraninfo also oﬀers
programs for college groups, programs for
children, training for non-native teachers and is
also a DELE, CCSE, and SIELE examination center.

+34 915 433 139
spanish@paraninfo.com
paraninfo.com
Calle Princesa 70, 1ª planta
28008
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TANDEM ESCUELA INTERNACIONAL
TANDEM MADRID is an independent and unique,
expert and innovative school in the teaching of
Spanish, directed by specialists in the ﬁeld of
education and accredited. It is a project made
reality by a great team.
Our goal is to promote the learning of Spanish
with a humanistic approach, aimed at the whole
person and aimed at understanding and
understanding between people from diﬀerent
countries and cultures.

+34 915 322 715
anamllovet@tandem-madrid.com
tandemmadrid.com
C/ Márques de Cubas, 8,28014
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A Coruña (Santiago de Compostela)
Guipúzcoa (San Sebastián)
Navarra (Pamplona)
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Toledo

FEDELE

Nacional
The NATIONAL Association of Spanish Schools for Foreigners - AELE is constituted
in 2004 by the interest aroused by different Spanish schools for foreigners
throughout the Spanish national territory to protect the image and prestige of it.
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AELE A Coruña
A Coruña (Santiago de Compostela)
There are many reasons to choose Santiago de Compostela as a destination for your study trip. It is a small city
(90,000 inhabitants), very friendly, quiet and welcoming.
It houses one of the oldest universities in Spain and is the place of the Camino de Santiago. It is a young and fun
city: one third of its population is made up of university students. It has a varied cultural and leisure offer
throughout the year, with annual programs in auditoriums, theaters, museums and in the streets and squares
of the city.
It is a beautiful city of great historical and artistic value (Cultural Patrimony of Humanity by UNESCO), with one
of the largest and best-preserved historic centers in Spain. But above all, Santiago de Compostela is little known
as a destination for linguistic trips and does not suffer the saturation of foreign students who suffer from other
more traditional destinations.
The international airport offers direct connections to many European cities. It is also the end of El Camino de
Santiago. From its origin, this ancient pilgrimage route facilitated cultural exchange between the countries
through which it passed and is considered to be the germ of European identity.
ACADEMIA IRIA FLAVIA
Located 2 minutes from the historic center and the
main monuments. Small and familiar school
accredited by Instituto Cervantes.
* General courses
* Spanish for school groups
* Spanish for university groups
* Training for teachers of Spanish as a foreign
language
* Spanish with work practices

+34 981 572 888
info@ifspanish.com
ifspanish.com
C/ Pérez
15702

Costantí

Social program with a minimum of 3 free activities
per week: orientation visit + drink and welcome
cover; Film projection; music auditions; visits to the
traditional market: thematic routes (gastronomy,
crafts); popular Spanish games; vocabulary games;
talks about culture and customs of Spain and
Galicia.
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AELE Guipúzcoa
GUIPÚZCOA (SAN SEBASTIÁN)
Spectacular beaches, monumental villas, small villages surrounded by spectacular mountains and an
extensive and varied cultural and gastronomic offer.
Guipúzcoa is a popular territory in which each region has its own personality. From the blue of the Bay of Biscay
to the natural spaces of the interior, passing through industrial cities located a few kilometers from rural areas.
All this in a small space that can be traversed from one end to the other in just one hour.
It is a land of contrasts that has managed to combine the roots of its traditions, while remaining at the forefront
of the technological, business and artistic avant-garde.
Guipúzcoa hides many treasures in its interior, characterized by its green valleys and mountains. Ideal for
excursions on foot, by bike or even on horseback.

EL AULA AZUL (SAN SEBASTIÁN)
Like our students, we are convinced that a
pleasant climate is essential in the process of
learning a foreign language. The student has to
feel good and be motivated to continue
advancing in this process and that is what we try
in The Blue Classroom: oﬀer a close deal,
personalizing the classes and adapting to the
needs of each of our students.

+34 943 452 981
info@elaulaazul.com
elaulaazul.com
Calle San Martín, 50 20007
San Sebastián España

We have ﬁve spacious classrooms fully equipped
and designed for eﬀective learning.
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LACUNZA INTERNATIONAL HOUSE SAN SEBASTIÁN
We have been teaching Spanish as a foreign
language for over 30 years. We are a family
business born exclusively by and for teaching.
Throughout all these years, we have been
expanding our knowledge into other areas, but
we have a clear vocation for teaching and a
desire to share our way of teaching to the rest.
This is our main objective.

+34 943 326 680
info@lacunza.com
lacunza.com
Mundaitz Kalea, 8, 20012
Entreplanta, Alicante.

TANDEM SAN SEBASTIÁN
Since 1987, in TANDEM San Sebastian we oﬀer a
varied program of Spanish courses adapted to
diﬀerent ages and needs of the students. We
have a professional and friendly team that will
make your stay in San Sebastian a unique and
positive experience with dynamic classes and
activities to discover the extraordinary Basque
culture.

+34 943 326 705
info@tandemsansebastian.com
tandemsansebastian.com
C/ Pasajes, 4
Sebastián

Our school is just 5 minutes from the surfer
beach of La Zurriola and 20 minutes from the Old
Town. We are a member of the Association of
Languages Schools TANDEM International® and
we are a DELE examination center.
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AELE Navarra
NAVARRA (PAMPLONA)
Navarra, land of diversity, its landscapes of contrasts give us from extensive forests to impressive desert
history has left an interesting artistic and cultural legacy.
Savor the colors of the traditional festival of Navarra: the white and red that invade the Sanfermines and the
summer celebrations. You can also enjoy the Javierada, the day of the raft, witches' covens, hunting or
carnivals.
Navarra preserves the culinary tradition that is nourished by the products that its varied landscape provides
and delights of the garden.

PAMPLONA LEARNING SPANISH INSTITUTE
Pamplona Learning Spanish Institute is situated in
the city center, in a historical building with seven
classrooms, a library, an auditorium, a cafeteria,
and a restaurant. There is free Wi-Fi in all the
school.

+34 948 383 579
info@plsi.es
pamplonaspanishinstitute.com
Avda Baja Navarra 47. 31002
Pamplona
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AELE Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, beautiful port city located in Tenerife, the largest of the western islands of the Canary
archipelago. Around its important port extend wide avenues, squares and exotic landscaped spaces, without
forgetting its beautiful modernist architecture.
Each year the city dresses in its best clothes to host the Carnival, declared of International Tourist Interest and
one of the most spectacular in Spain.
Its privileged enclave allows you to enjoy beautiful beaches such as Las Teresitas, visit the city of San Cristobal
de La Laguna, declared a World Heritage Site, or visit the Teide National Park, symbol of the island.
The capital of Tenerife serves as a showcase for the typical cuisine of the island. You can enjoy typical dishes
,
such as ranchos, papas arrugadas or mojo picón.
DESILENA - ESCUELA DE ESPAÑOL PARA EXTRANJEROS
The Spanish school for foreigners Desilena is
located in the south of Tenerife, in Puerto Colón,
very close to the beach and close to the tourist
destinations of the island. In our Spanish school,
you will learn the language at your rate, deciding
how much time you want to put into it since we
have intensive courses, progressive courses,
individual lessons, DELE preparations with
diﬀerent levels.
The classes are in Spanish with no other support
language. Our teachers are natives and have
extensive experience in teaching Spanish as a
foreign language.

+34 922702165
info@escueladeidiomastenerife.com

escueladeidiomastenerife.com

C/ Colón 5, C.C. Aguamarina
local 15-17, 38660 Puerto
Colón, Adeje, Tenerife.

DON QUIJOTE TENERIFE
Our Spanish school in Tenerife is in a traditional
Canarian style building with a large patio with
plants and benches, a wonderful place to take air
during breaks. The patio has the added beneﬁt of
letting the sun pass of the island in the
classrooms, where you will be learning Spanish
in the heart of Puerto de la Cruz, which leaves
you just a few steps from the black volcanic sand
of Playa Martiánez and 2 minutes’ walk from
Lago Martiánez, a well-known shopping center.

+34 923 268 860
infocentral@donquijote.org
donquijote.org
Avenida de Colón 14, Ediﬁcio
Bélgica 38400 - Puerto de la
Cruz. Santa Cruz de Tenerife
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FU INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY
Number one Spanish school in Canary Island
located in two cities: Puerto de la Cruz and Costa
Adeje. We are an accredited center by Instituto
Cervantes since 2005 and we are an oﬃcial DELE,
SIELE, and CCSE examination center. We have 48
diﬀerent course levels.
All our students are very happy with us: more than
100 5 stars reviews on Google and Facebook.
Located right next to West Africa, in the best
climate zone of the world: the subtropical desert. It
is never too cold, nor too hot.

+34 922 389 303
info@fu-ia.com
fu.tenerife.com
C.C. La Cúpula, local 69.
38400 Puerto de la Cruz.
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
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AELE Toledo
Toledo known as the “city of the three cultures” is one of the Spanish cities with the greatest monumental
wealth.
It preserves behind its walls an artistic and cultural legacy in the form of churches, palaces, fortresses,
mosques and synagogues. This great diversity of artistic styles converts the old part of the city into an
open-air museum, a fact that has allowed it to be declared a World Heritage Site.
Among his important appointments is the Corpus, Festival of International Tourist Interest.
The gastronomy of Toledo has specialties based on game products such as stewed partridge, quail with
Toledo or venison. To the south of the province is the Cabañeros National Park, a protected area that
combines forests and pastures.
AULA TOLEDO
Aula Toledo is an accredited center by Instituto
Cervantes in which quality, proximity and
adapted teaching are very important factors.
30% of our students choose us and come back to
learn Spanish in our school.
Our priority is to have the most careful service
and pay attention to the needs of each student.
Our teachers are characterized by their
professionalism, experience, enthusiasm, and
kindness.

+34 925 258 509
info@aulatoledo.com
aulatoledo.com
Travesía de Gaitanas, 2,
45001

Our commitment is to make the most of your stay
in two senses: learning Spanish and enjoying the
country.
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Partners
INSTITUTO CERVANTES

Since 2003, there has been a collaboration agreement between
FEDELE and Instituto Cervantes, whose purpose is the promotion
and universal dissemination of the Spanish language, and where
FEDELE is recognized as a business representative in the teaching of
Spanish as a foreign language sector given its territorial
implementation.
Some of the collaborations to stand out are:
Actions aimed at teacher’s training
Actions aimed at improving the teaching quality of the centers
Actions aimed at promoting the courses oﬀered in Spain
Actions aimed at the promotion of the Diplomas of Spanish as a
Foreign Language (DELE) and the constitutional and sociocultural
knowledge test (CCSE test)
Establishment of new areas of cooperation

TURESPAÑA

Since 2008, FEDELE has been collaborating with TURESPAÑA, a
public body attached to the Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Tourism
through the State Secretariat of Tourism, responsible of the
promotion of Spain as a destination to travel to, promotion of
language tourism in Spain, contributing to boost the promotion and
dissemination of the teaching of Spanish as a foreign language,
understanding this educational activity as an outstanding tourism
resource.
Some of the collaborations to stand out are:
Disseminate the existence in Spain of a qualitative and quantitative
academic oﬀer
Promote and disseminate the development of training programs and
updating knowledge of teachers specialized in teaching Spanish as a
foreign language.
Promote the implementation of promotional activities and support the
language tourism commercialization.
Improve and expand the attention to the needs and demands of
Spanish as a foreign language student in Spain.

Partners
TELEFÓNICA EDUCACIÓN DIGITAL

Since 2016, there has been a collaboration agreement between
FEDELE and Telefónica Educación Digital with the objective of
promoting the commercialization and promotion among its
federated centers of the SIELE exams, the International Service
of Evaluation of the Spanish Language that certiﬁes the
proﬁciency degree in Spanish through electronic media aimed
at students and professionals from the ﬁve continents.
It is promoted by Instituto Cervantes, the National Autonomous
university of Mexico, the University of Salamanca and the
University of Buenos Aires, which guarantees quality standards
in the elaboration of the tests, and the use of diﬀerent linguistic
varieties of the Hispanic World.
SIELE certiﬁes the degree of competence in the Spanish
language through four tests: Reading Comprehension, listening
Comprehension, Written Expression, and Oral Expression; and
takes as reference the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR) levels of the Council of
Europe.

ICEX
Since 2018, FEDELE is recognized by ICEX as a Collaborating Entity
of ICEX Spain Export and Investment, E.P.E., M.P,
ICEX Spain Export and Investment “is a public entity whose main
purpose is the promotion of the internationalization of the economy
and the Spanish business and the improvement of its
competitiveness, as well as the attraction and promotion of foreign
investment in Spain”.
This institution oﬀers national companies a series of services
essentials for internationalization.
Another basic dimension of the functions carried out by ICEX is
business training, with the development of the following programs:
Training agenda, Seminars, ICEX Conecta, Virtual classroom,
Scholarships, ICEX-CECO.

